
Fornication Under Consent of the King—A Complete Cabalistic Explanation


The Cabala, the most feminine and hidden of all the Jewish text, 

Full of ins and outs, the language of the Cabala is based on sex. 

The intricacies of creation, light and darkness, an interwoven flux,

Brought to Earth, then clothed in flesh, exploited for The Big Fuck.


Will pleasure essential humankind is where six and nine combine

The 666 is the sum of 18/Chai, meaning Life—makes sex sublime;

Three times 666 is 1998 in Roman time, when Bill Clinton moaned

From his Oval Office blow job before coming into everyone’s home.


The White House is home to every American, while Clinton’s cock,

Plus an enabler wife, who herself is but a pernicious political twat;

Produced sexual scenarios fueled by hidden agendas, dirty tricks

Beginning in the year two thousand, the election of Bush and Dick.


George Bush, Dick Cheney, Colin Powell and Condoleezza Rice, 

Affectionally he called her Cundi, enacted war not once but twice;

Armed to the teeth with lies & deceit, Bush, Dick, Colin and Cunti 

went out to war, fucked up the world, and bankrupted our country.


America was fraught after years of Bush, Dick, Colin and Cunti,

Democrats replied with Vietnam vet and strongman, John Kerry

But who could have known, the word Kerry means a wet dream,

He was splattered against the wall, and in other words, creamed.


Obama picked us up after we had been reduced to being a whore,

laying in the gutter, legs apart having been completely fucked over.

Obama stood us up straight and dusted us off without any drama,

Emerged, the hard on John Bonner continually sticking it to Obama.


They called him Baynor, so as not to blow his cover, but a true Boner

Revealed a polished veneer and hard prickish nature—a real erector; 

Stiff Boner got small then slipped out, in the absence Weiner arose,

Spilling the beans to Jim Comey, leaving Clinton completely exposed.


And that is how we got Trump as president, a premature ejaculation,

spurting out simpleton words in momentary inarticulate articulations;

Words needing cleaning and misrepresentation from his self adoration, 

A money collusion causing regeneration of this obscene masturbation.


Holding back sexual nature is key to good sex and to be a good lover, 

Masturbation’s course desires have no regard for sisters and brothers;

Forty years of tyranny to make America religiously white and rich, again.

The Big Fuck is over, 2020 looms, we will survive and thrive as a nation, 


Fornication Under Consent of the King; Fuck is an acronym for many things;

Fucking our country is political hypocrisy making America into an aristocracy, 

Nakedly dishonest, a bulling boor, the president claims he is falsely accused;

He’s a liar, a conniver and more, leaving beautiful America abused in this ruse.


Politics, the science of the lie, sabotages truth, attacking the wise to outsmart;

God judges intentions not deeds—where there is beauty, truth lives in the heart.


